My Sister, My Roommate by Sumodeine – V.6 Walkthrough
Try to sneak a peek. (D +5)
Go to Kitchen. (G +2)
She's so hot...
No way. That's gross... (G +5)

Scene of Nikki in the shower.

Go to my room and... (D +3)
Go see Nikki before bed.
Take a peek. (D +5)
Knock on the door. (G +5)

You get the full scene with Mrs. Sollain. (D+20)
You only get a partial scene with Mrs. Sollain. (D+20)
Scene of naked Nikki & pussy shot during the following conversation.
You see Nikki's pussy during your conversation.

Be honest. (recommended)
Let me know if... (D +3)
What kind of... (G +3)
Lie.
Let me know if... (D +3)
What kind of... (G +3)

You tell Nikki about Mrs. Sollain, but she doesn't believe you.*

GAME OVER (but definitely worth seeing once, lol)

*This DOES come up later in conversation with Nikki (after meeting Ashley), but it doesn't seem to be a bad thing.
Lie to her. (D +1)
Don't say anything. (G +1)

Different dialogue, but no major effect.
Different dialogue, but no major effect.

Oh I've noticed. (D +2)
Not really... (G +2)

She flashes her boobs. (D +3)
She flashes her boobs. (D +3)

Sure! Sounds like fun!
No thanks. I'm going to stay...

BRANCH #1
Opens Molly 1 scene.
Opens Jessica 1 scene.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Molly 1
Absolutely! (D +1)
You go to the party.
I don't know about this... (G +1)
You protest, but still go to the party.
Obviously. (D +1)
Play it cool. (D +1)
Nerd out. (G +1)
Not really. (G +1)
Check it out.
I don't wanna know...
Handshake. (G +2)
Hug.

You leave to look for Nikki.
You talk about video games with her then leave to look for Nikki.
You talk about video games with her then leave to look for Nikki.
You see Nikki blow a guy. She sees you watching, and smiles. (D +7)

She shakes your hand instead.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Jessica 1
Take a peek. (D +3)
You find a bunch of nude pics on her phone.
No. That's an invasion of... (G +5)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Keep Watching. (D +4)
Turn over and go to sleep. (G +4)
Pull down sheet. (D +3)
Pull down sheet all… (D +3)
Start jerking... (D +7)
Go to bed. (G +1)
Go to bed. (G +2)
Go to bed. (G +3)

You watch Nikki have sex. She sees you and cums with you. (D +7)

You cum on sleeping Nikki’s ass.

Play dumb. (D +1)
Forgive. (G +1)
During the tutoring session with Cory, you gain (G +2) & (D +1). She gives you her number at the end of the session.
Say hello.
Of course I do! (D +3)
Uhhhhhhhh…
OK (D +3)
Of course! (D +3)
Away from Nikki (G +3) & (D +2)
Directly at Nikki (D +5)
Start Jerking off. (D +7)
Uhhhhh…
I’m sorry!
OK (D +3)
Of course! (D +3)
Away from Nikki (G +3) & (D +2)
Directly at Nikki (D +5)
Jessica
Molly
Cory

BRANCH #2
Opens Jessica 2 scene.
Opens Molly 2 scene.
Opens Cory 1 scene.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Jessica 2
Your opening dialogue with Jessica will vary a bit depending on your choice at the last branch.
Uhhh… are you free tonight?
You and me are going out tonight.
Oh, sorry. I didn't know...
I wasn't interested in...

She turns you down.
She turns you down.
You fuck her... immediately. (D +20)

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Molly 2
Your opening dialogue with Molly will vary a bit depending on your choice at the last branch.
Well, she wasn't wrong. (D +2)
I'm not like most guys. (G +2)
Ask about Iowa. (G +1)
Talk about sex. (G -9), (D +2)
Ask about family. (G +1)

She turns you down.
Get some info about her childhood.
Note: These are NEGATIVE Gentleman points. She isn't happy.
Get some info about her family (she has 4 sisters).

Ask about classes.*
End date.
Handshake. (G +1)
Hug. (G +2)
Kiss. (G -4), (D +2)

You find out that the two of you are in a photography class together. (G +2)

Note: These are NEGATIVE Gentleman points. She forces a handshake instead.

* This conversation topic can be repeatedly chosen for unlimited Gentleman points (V.6).
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Cory 1
Be forward. (D +4)
She tells you that she's not that kind of girl, but the date continues.
Hell yes! (D +1)
Sounds like fun. (G +1)
Take it slow. (G +5)
Hell yes! (D +1)
Sounds like fun. (G +1)
Take a peek. (D +3)
Meet Cory at the club. (G +5)

Scene of Cory in the shower, then club scene and end of night.
Club scene and end of night.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Your conversation with Nikki the next morning will vary depending on your choice of date. When you get to the next
choice (while you are looking at Ashley's bag), SAVE YOUR GAME before choosing any actions. I will explain why shortly.
Look through Ashley's bag. (D +1)
Put her stuff away. (G +4)
Keep looking. (D +2)
Put her stuff away. (G +3)
Keep looking. (D +3)
Put her stuff away.
Keep looking. (D +4)
Respect her privacy. (G +10)
The following choice will only appear if you looked through Ashley's bag. Your answer doesn't matter in the least.
Fashion
Drinking
Animals
Vegetables
Whether you got the above choice or not,you learn of Ashley's membership in a certain lunatic-fringe organization. Soon
afterward, Nikki shows up, and “helps” you get a date with the crazy girl. Afterward, back in the dorm room, if you tried
to tell Nikki the truth about Mrs. Sollain, it comes up here.
Beer
Wine
Rum and Coke
Vodka Soda
Dog
Polar Bear
Penguin
Elephant

Best choice.

Best choice.

Kale
Matcha
Quinoa
Seitan

Best choice.

Gwen Stefani
Best choice.
Jennifer Lawrence
Beyoncé
Kendall Jenner
If you pick all of the correct choices, you get the good ending to the date (D +10).
If you DID NOT get the good ending to the Ashley date, you will have a short scene in your dorm room with the following
choices. Don't sweat this too much, things play out the same way (other than point gain) regardless of your action or
inaction.
Step in and stop this. (G +7)
Let this happen! (D +4)
When you wake up in the morning, pay attention to the lengthy conversation with Nikki. If you got the above scene with
Nikki and Molly, you will get some pretty compelling hints from Nikki that your date with Ashley could probably have
gone a lot better. I personally LOVE this scene, and I think it's worth intentionally getting the bad end to the Ashley date
at least once just to see it. Seeing this awesome bit of dialogue and the short scene mentioned above is why I
recommended saving your game earlier.
She's freaking smoking. (D +1)
That's not everything. (G +1)
Don't trust Nikki. (G +2)
You can trust Nikki. (D +2)
I'm no one special. (G +1)
About time you... (D +1)

She hugs you.

Handshake (G +3)
Hug (G +1)
Kiss (D +1)
I don't want to rush... (G +1)
Are you going to... (D +1)

She hugs you instead.

Yes.
No thanks. I got this...
There are no Deviant or Gentleman points for either of the above choices, but the choice feels like an important one.
Play video games
Text Cory

You go to bed and nothing happens.
Date with Cory

If you choose to text Cory, you will have a date with her. If you elected not to go out with her at BRANCH #2, you will have
your first date with her. Go to Cory 1 for details. If you have already been on a date with her, proceed to Cory 2.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Cory 2
You must've been drunk...

Yeah, I'm not like most...
I was gonna ask you...
I pulled a muscle...
I guess. Thanks.
Maybe you could...
Romance
Action
Comedy

Best Choice.
Best Choice.
Best Choice.
Bad Choice.
Good Choice.
Good Choice.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Peek (D +4)
You see her naked.
Don't Peek (G +4)
Tell the truth. (G +1)
Stay quiet. (D +1)
Both choices lead to the same outcome – an “interesting” yoga session. (D +10)
I'd like to help with photography
Stay away from my sister!

BRANCH #3
Opens Skylar 1 scene.
Opens Jessica 3 scene.

After this choice, you go to the beach and have another scene that results in (D +10).
Of course!
No thank you!
No points for either choice, but this seems like an important choice. Possible “NTR” filter. No effects as of V.6.
Of course!
No thank you!
No points for either choice, but this feels like another important choice. Pretty sure these last two ARE “NTR” filters. No
effects as of V.6. After this choice, you have visit from Ashley that results in (D +10).
Skylar 1
Step and stop this. (G +10)
I want to see... (D +7)

Scene with Skylar, and (seeming) end to your relationship with Eric.
Scene with Skylar (no “NTR”), and continuation of Eric's presence.

In case you were wondering... yes... this is indeed THAT Eric. If you played Big Brother at any point, this scene is worth
seeing just for the lols. Also, it seems like you will be able to continue a relationship with Skylar regardless of which of the
above choices you pick.
Jessica 3
There are no choices here, but it is a pretty hot scene with your increasingly-friendly RA that results in (D +10).
END OF V.6 CONTENT

